heart rate, skin conductance), facial muscle action, startle potentiation, and electrophysiological and hemodynamic measures of brain function. Thus, at the level of human perception, recall and recognition, it is proposed that emotion memory networks are defined by their connections to primitive motivational circuitry Á appetitive, as well as defensive (Lang, 1994) . Viewed from this perspective, the fear state is defined by defense system activation and its reflexive autonomic and somatic output (whether driven by external threat or internal association).
The startle reflex: Fear and defense
The obligatory startle reflex may be elicited by any abrupt sensory stimulus, and serves as a primitive escape response in many species. Led by Michael Davis (e.g., Davis, 2000; Davis & Lang, 2003) there has been extensive study of the fearconditioning paradigm and its effect on the startle reflex. In this procedure, a startle probe (a brief, abrupt acoustic stimulus) is presented during or shortly after the fearconditioned cue, and the amplitude of the whole body reflex is measured through a stability-meter under the floor of the cage. As indicated in Figure 1 , the increment in startle observed under these shock-threat conditions depends on the activation of the central nucleus of the amygdala and its direct projections to the pontine center (i.e., Figure 1 . Schematic diagram of the outputs of the basolateral nucleus of the amygdala to various target structures, and the subsequent outputs and targets of the amygdala's central nucleus and lateral basal nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST; the ''extended'' amygdala). Known and possible functions of these connections are briefly indicated (adapted from Davis & Lang, 2006) .
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the nucleus reticularis pontis caudalis) of the normal startle reflex circuit. In this sense, the startle reflex provides a metric for the assessment of defense system activation, and indirectly, the intensity of fear.
Affective modulation of the startle reflex in humans Neuroscience research suggests that the same mammalian defense circuitry is active in human brain (Lang & Davis, 2006) , encouraging use of the startle reflex to probe the emotional state of normal participants and patients. It has been demonstrated, first, that reactions to the conditioned shock-fear paradigm are comparable to those found with animals. That is, during extinction, startle probe responses are greater in magnitude (potentiated) when presented during fearconditioned stimuli than during control stimuli or during the inter-trial interval (e.g., Hamm, Greenwald, Bradley, & Lang, 1993) . It has also been shown that probe stimuli yield potentiated reflexes without conditioning, when participants are only instructed that shocks may be received (e.g., Bradley Moulder, & Lang, 2005; Grillon, Ameli, Woods, Merikangas, & Davis, 1991) . Furthermore, participants reliably show augmented probe reflex responses when they look at pictures of unpleasant objects or events (Bradley, Codispoti, Cuthbert, & Lang, 2001a; Bradley, Codispoti, Sabatinelli, & Lang, 2001b ) and when they imagine fearful scenarios (Cuthbert et al., 2003; Vrana & Lang, 1990) . Finally, it is clear that participants with phobia show significantly greater startle probe reflex potentation than non-fearful participants looking at pictures of phobic objects (Hamm, Cuthbert, Globisch, & Vaitl, 1997; Sabatinelli, Bradley, & Lang, 2001 ). As would be expected, the fear stimuli that prompt potentiated probe reflexes also directly instigate changes in heart rate, increases in sweat gland activity, negative facial muscle reactions, and other measures mediated by the defense circuit (e.g., Bradley et al., 2001a) . Furthermore, this same circuit, directly manipulated in the animal research, is also implicated in brain imaging studies, as shown, for example, by the close correlation between amygdala activation and activation of visual cortical areas when phobic individuals view pictures of their feared stimuli (e.g., Sabatinelli, Bradley, Fitzsimmons, & Lang, 2005) .
Fearful thoughts and images: Activating the defense system
When humans are told to imagine participating in some action, there is a sub-overt activation of the same muscles that would be the motors of the actual behavior. Similarly, when participants hear text describing fearful situations, they react with a reflex physiology of defense Á increases in heart rate, skin conductance, facial muscle action, and in the magnitude of the reflexive blink response to an acoustic startle probe Á matching the pattern evoked by actual fearful events (e.g., Cuthbert et al., 2003; Lang, Levin, Miller, & Kozak, 1983; Miller et al., 1987; Vrana & Lang, 1990; Weerts & Lang, 1978) .
It has been proposed (Bio-informational Theory : Lang, 1977 : Lang, , 1979 : Lang, , 1985 that emotional images are episodes encoded in memory as associative networks of information units. A network includes stimulus representations (cues that can be perceived), response representations (behavior, physiology, and expressive language that occur in the stimulus context), and meaning representations (associated 8 P.J. Lang and L.M. McTeague semantic information ''about'' the context). It is presumed that these networks have a neural substrate, and that for emotional imagery, the response component includes activation of motivational systems (appetitive or aversive) and their reflex physiology (Lang, 1994) . Sensory cues Á pictures, text, or other media Á can prompt retrieval of an emotional episode in most individuals. For example, a sentence, ''The large snake darts forward, fangs protruding, striking my leg in a flash of pain'', readily prompts a brief unpleasant image. In this case, verbal cues activate a network of representations that prompt a transient psychophysiological change. However, if the same verbal cues are presented to a highly fearful individual, whose snake memory network has high associative strength, we observe a more forceful response Á somatically, autonomically Á in an elaborated reflex-physiology of defense (e.g., Miller et al., 1987) .
Imagery and anxiety pathology
Almost by definition, all anxious patients are plagued by unpleasant, fearful thoughts and images and concerns about physiological symptoms. They invariably report persistent fear reactions that include pounding heart, palpitations, exaggerated startle, breathing irregularities, sweaty palms and tense muscles. Nevertheless, as stated previously it is also true that these complaints are rarely accompanied by measurement of the described physiological reactions. Curiously, when psychophysiological studies have been conducted, many anxiety patients were found to be hyporeactive, not hyper-reactive to fearful cues (e.g., Hoehn-Saric, McLeod, Funderbunk, & Kowalski, 2004) .
Summarizing an initial series of imagery studies, we noted that, although nearly all anxiety patients report comparable fearfulness and symptoms of anxious arousal, not all anxiety diagnoses showed an accompanying physiology of defense (Lang, 1985) . While defensive reactions were strong in specific phobia patients when imagining encounters with the phobic object, this was not always true for other diagnoses, most notably agoraphobia. Basing our interpretation on the bioinformational theory of emotion, we proposed that fearfulness*defined as exaggerated defense reactions to specific cues in the environment Á varies across a diagnostic spectrum, as noted at the outset. In this view, specific phobia patients are held to be the most reactive. This responsiveness was ascribed to the high associative strength (coherence) of the mediating memory networks in the brain, particularly the strong association between neural representations of the cue stimulus (with associated semantic elaborations) and the neural representations that mediate physiological arousal and action.
For panic disorder and generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), in contrast, representations of fear cues were hypothesized to be embedded in networks of low associative strength and the activation of defensive reflexes less reliably related to specific external stimuli or their internal representations. In effect, patients categorized by these diagnoses report persistent apprehension and distress, but paradoxically, from the perspective of physiological measurement, they appear to be less fearful. This conception has been supported by a series of imagery studies with anxiety patients and fearful volunteers (e.g., Cook, Melamed, Cuthbert, McNeil, & Lang, 1988; Lang et al., 1983; McNeil, Vrana, Melamed, Cuthbert, & Lang, 1993) .
More recently, Cuthbert et al. (2003) studied emotional imagery in over 100 anxiety patients, assessing blink magnitude to a startle probe administered during imagery. As shown in Figure 2 healthy controls, specific and social phobia patients all showed significant reflex potentiation to startle probes elicited during imagery of fearful situations, indicative of heightened defensive reactivity; in contrast, patients with panic disorder with agoraphobia (PDA) failed to show reliable fear-potentiation to such scenes. Previously, Cook et al. (1988) found a similar strong response in autonomic measures for focal phobia patients and a blunted reaction in more generally anxious patients. In neither experiment did this difference in physiological responses relate to differences in self-reported vividness of imagery, nor in reported emotional arousal during fearful imagery.
Negative affectivity and anxiety pathology Cuthbert et al. (2003) also noted an inverse relationship across anxiety diagnoses between physiological reactivity and questionnaire-reported symptomatic anxiety and depression distress, and the frequency of mood-disorder comorbidity. In particular, specific phobia patients endorsed the least distress and had the lowest rates of comorbid depression, followed by patients diagnosed with social phobia, posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and finally PDA. Some theorists view the dimensional pattern of self-report and interview-based comorbidity as representing a single, broad diathesis factor that underlies both anxiety and depression (e.g., Krueger, 1999; Krueger, Caspi, Moffitt, & Silva, 1998; Mineka, Watson, & Clark, 1998) with those endorsing the highest symptom severity and comorbidity representing the extreme end of a single ''internalizing factor'' (Krueger & Finger, 2001 ). Accumulating evidence from both phenotypic and genotypic investigations of anxiety and mood disorder comorbidity further supports the notion of a single continuum that may underlie these disorders. For example, in an effort to determine the latent structure of anxiety and mood disorders, Krueger (1999) and later Vollebergh et al. (2001) showed that the comorbidity patterns among GAD, major depression and dysthymia suggest a single ''anxious-misery'' factor whereas specific and social phobia, together with panic and agoraphobia, covaried in a ''fear'' factor, with both factors subsumed under a higher-order "internalizing factor'', which might be construed as enduring negative affectivity/emotionality (Tellegen, 1982; Watson & Clark, 1984) .
Considerations of the underlying genetic and environmental risk factors in anxiety and mood disorders have also supported hypotheses of a single mediating dimension. Hettema, Prescott, Myers, Neale, & Kendler (2005) found genetic aggregation into two broad groups of anxiety disorders divided as panic, agoraphobia and GAD in one group versus the specific phobias in the other group Á with social phobia intermediate between these. A prior investigation using the same twin registry (Kendler, Prescott, Myers, & Neale, 2003) , this time including major depression, found that GAD, major depression, and, to some extent, panic loaded on the ''anxious-misery'' factor whereas animal and situational phobia comprised a separate ''fear'' factor. Other laboratories have also shown significant genetic correlation between the generalized symptomatology of panic disorder, GAD, and PTSD (Chantarujikapong et al., 2001; Scherrer et al., 2000) . Taken together these data provide support for an initial hypothesis that a single dimension of stable negative affectivity may manifest as diagnostic variants organized by factors of fearfulness and anxious-misery.
Is chronic negative affectivity a physiological dimension?
The concept of an affective dimension that underlies differences among anxiety disorders is provocative. One weakness of this theorizing, however, lies in the narrowness of its supporting database. The relevant findings are derived almost entirely from self-report questionnaires and symptom assessment at interview. With a few notable exceptions (e.g., Irwin, Davidson, Kalin, Sorenson, & Turski, 1998) , the database generally does not include objective behavioral-task measures, physiological evidence of expressed emotion, or perhaps more importantly, brainbased measures that could be associated with a dimensional factor and objectively confirm diagnostic differences. Considering the low correlations that have been repeatedly shown between reports of physiological symptoms and actual symptom expression (e.g., Buss, 1962; Lang, 1978; Mandler, Mandler, Kremen, & Sholiton, 1961) , this absence is a major concern. To give a specific example, are responses to items on the Anxious Arousal subscale of Watson and Clark's (1991) Mood and Anxiety Symptom Questionnaire (MASQ) such as Á ''Muscles twitched or trembled''; ''Heart was racing or pounding''; ''Hands were cold and sweaty'' or related items from the State and Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI, Spielberger, Gorsuch, Lushene, Vagg, & Jacobs, 1983) including ''I feel strained'' and ''I feel jittery'' Á actually related to the patient's physiology? Is negative affectivity just language behavior, or is there a physiological core that also varies inversely with a severity dimension?
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Recent research on emotional imagery and the anxiety disorder spectrum Research recently completed to confirm and extend the findings of Cuthbert and colleagues (2003) , using an even larger sample of anxiety patients, continues to reveal significant diagnostic differences during emotional imagery. A new sample of 156 patients and healthy normal participants was studied at the University of Florida Fear and Anxiety Disorders Clinic (Lang, McTeague, & Cuthbert, 2005; Lang, McTeague & Cuthbert, 2007) . The Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule (ADIS-IV, Brown, DiNardo & Barlow, 1994) was again used to determine DSM-IV diagnoses, resulting in four principal diagnostic groups (specific phobia, n 030, social phobia, n 036, PDA, n027, GAD, n026); and additionally, a demographically-matched, non-treatment seeking control group (n 040). Whereas in the Cuthbert et al. (2003) study, participants memorized imagery scenes that were later recalled subsequent to tone cues, participants in the more recent investigation listened to auditory scripts and imagined the scenarios upon cue offset. Figure 3 depicts the structure of a single imagery trial.
Diagnostic differences in startle reactivity
As illustrated in Figure 4 acoustic startle response to a probe presented during aversive imagery again resulted in the emergence of diagnostic differences, p B.05, with the largest blinks elicited by specific phobia compared to control participants, p B.05, and patients diagnosed with PDA, pB.05, or GAD, pB.05. Social phobia patients also clearly showed larger blinks than PDA, pB.05, and despite higher within-group variance, also tended to show greater potentiation than patients with GAD, p 0.08. Overall, the data support the distinction made by Cuthbert et al. (2003) between fearful and anxious disorders: The specific and social phobia diagnoses represent the fearful group, as before, with PDA and GAD Á a diagnosis new to the analysis Á combining to form an anxious group. Again, it is the anxious Figure 3 . Trial structure and sample scenes. Top: A single trial consisted of initial tone-cued, relaxation, a 6-second auditory script presentation followed by 12-second imagery of the described scene, and finally a tone-cued return to relaxation. Startle probes were presented once or twice from 4 to 11.5 seconds into the imagery period and during intertrial intervals. Bottom: Exemplar scripts depicting standard fear scenes.
12 P.J. Lang and L.M. McTeague who show significantly attenuated defensive reactivity during threatening or fearful imagery compared to the fearful specific and social phobia patients, p B.01. In contrast to the group differences found during imagery of threat scenes, no differences emerged for startle reflexes elicited during a five-minute baseline prior to the imagery protocol. Furthermore, no group differences emerged in the magnitude of startle responding to the probes delivered between trials during the brief relaxation period (i.e., 18Á30 second inter-trial interval). Rather, the group differences appear to be a specific function of differences among the anxiety disorders in affective recruitment during aversive imagery.
Rated distress. Is the diminished physiological reactivity of the ''anxious'' disorders due in part to reduced imaginal involvement? As measured by self-report ratings, there were no diagnostic group differences in rated unpleasantness (emotional valence) for threat imagery. There was, however, an interesting group difference in rated intensity (emotional arousal), p B.01: Social phobia, PDA, and GAD patients actually rated threatening scenes as significantly more arousing than specific phobia or control participants Á the opposite pattern than would be expected from the physiological data. For ratings of emotional dominance (the sense of being ''in control'' of one's reactions) during fear imagery, a group difference also emerged, p B.01, with PDA and GAD patients reporting less agency than control or specific phobia participants.
Personal relevance. Consistent with the verbal reports of affective intensity during imagery, the pattern of exaggerated defensive reactivity among the more fearful versus the more anxious disorders does not appear to reflect a lack of personal relevance. Rather, the same pattern of reflex responding elicited during imagery of standard fear scenes emerged during idiographic, clinically relevant scenes tailored to each patient's principal problem. Specific and social phobia patients both demon- Anxiety, Stress & Coping 13 strated elevated startle during idiographic fear imagery compared to GAD, p B.05. Specific phobia patients also showed reliably enhanced fear-potentiation compared to PDA, pB.05.
Psychotropic medication usage. The aforementioned diagnostic differences in psychophysiological reactivity appear to be independent of psychotropic use. Fifty-one of the 119 patients studied indicated current use of prescribed medications for alleviating mental health symptoms. Most frequently, these medications were selective serotoninreuptake inhibitors (SSRIs; 24%) and/or benzodiazepines as needed (20%). The effects of these and less frequently endorsed compounds (e.g., norepinephrine-dopamine reuptake inhibitors, 4%; beta blockers, 1%) were assessed by comparing baseline resting and imagery reactivity among the medicated and non-medicated individuals both for patients as a whole and within diagnosis. Considering either general psychotropic usage or more specific classes of drugs, no reliable effects emerged, perhaps due to the relatively small proportion of the sample on any single medication. However these null findings are consistent with prior psychophysiological studies of depression (Dichter & Tomarken, 2008; Dichter, Tomarken, Shelton, & Sutton, 2004; Forbes, Miller, Cohn, Fox, & Kovacs, 2005; Rottenberg, Gross, & Gotlib, 2005) . Similarly, no systematic diagnostic effects emerged in this research as a function of sex, age, or race.
Diagnostic differences in negative affectivity
Whereas evaluative ratings of affective engagement, personal relevance of stimulus materials, demographics, and psychotropic medication status did not appear to covary with the pattern of defensive physiology, questionnaire-based indices of anxiety and depression symptomatology showed a strong inverse relationship. All five symptom subscales of the MASQ (Watson & Clark, 1991) whether emphasizing anxiety or depression: (1) proved to be highly correlated (i.e., r0.63Á.85). and (2) systematically increased across disorders (Figure 5 ), from specific phobia with the lowest scores to the highest scores for patients diagnosed with PDA and GAD at the end of this anxiety spectrum (Diagnostic Group, p B.0001; all univariate linear trends, pB.01). PDA and GAD patients differed on only one scale, MASQ-Anxious Arousal, with PDA showing the higher mean score. This pattern of increasing scores from phobic to more generally anxious disorders reappears when other frequently used questionnaires are analyzed, such as those indexing diffuse anxiety (STAI, Spielberger et al., 1983) , cognitive and somatic depression (BDI, Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996) , and anxiety sensitivity (ASI, Reiss, Peterson, Gursky, & McNally, 1986) , p B.0001, all univariate linear trends, p B.01.
As noted previously, these findings are consistent with data reported by Krueger and Finger (2001) in their application of item response theory to explore the extent to which anxiety and mood disorders are organized by a broad, higher-order factor rather than distinct entities. They found evidence for a unitary scale, with PDA and GAD patients scoring highest on what they termed an ''internalizing'' factor that was associated with greater functional impairment and more inpatient admissions. In short, evidence exists across laboratories and investigative methodologies in support of an anxiety disorder severity continuum characterized by progressive negative affectivity.
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Dimensional negative affectivity and potentiated startle Guided by the evident continuum of self-reported distress across diagnoses, patients as a whole were subsequently divided according to reported trait anxiety (STAI, Spielberger et al., 1983 ) (i.e., lower quartile, middle two quartiles combined, and upper quartile) yielding low, moderate, and high symptom groups. As illustrated in the left panel of Figure 6 significant startle differences among groups classified in this manner were apparent, p B.01, with larger reflexes elicited during aversive imagery for those endorsing lower levels of chronic unspecified anxiety, compared to those endorsing either moderate, p B.05, or high symptomology, p B.05. In effect, lower levels of diffuse anxiety were associated with larger and more robust defensive reactivity. In contrast, reduced reactivity was found for the high trait anxious group. Anxiety patients were then divided in terms of their endorsement of cognitive and somatic symptoms of depression (BDI; Beck et al., 1996) into low, moderate, and high symptom groups. A trend for an overall group difference emerged, p0.09, and planned comparisons indicated that the low symptom group elicited larger blinks during aversive imagery than did the high depression group, p B.05, as illustrated in the right panel of Figure 6 . In light of the high correlation between BDI and STAI scores in these patients (r00.75, p B.001), the similarity of their associations to fear potentiated startle is not surprising and further undergirds the notion of a single negative affectivity factor rather than separable syndromes of anxiety and depression.
Three factors? Fear, anxiety, and depression To determine if the inhibitory effects of comorbid depression on startle potentiation are similar for putative ''fearful'' diagnoses (i.e., specific and social phobia) and more generalized ''anxious'' diagnoses (i.e., PDA and GAD), the patient sample was divided into four groups: ''fearful'' but without current major depression (n032); ''fearful'' with current depression (n 034); anxious without depression (n 025); ''anxious'' with major depression (n 028) (Figure 7 ). In this 2 )2 factorial design, it was clear that the ''fearful'' patients (specific and social phobia) showed greater potentiation than the ''anxious'' patients, main effect, p B.01. Furthermore, startle reactivity was consistently reduced for patients with comorbid depression, main effect, p B.01. No interaction was apparent: Follow-up comparisons showed that depression reliably attenuated startle in both ''fearful'', p B.01, and ''anxious'' disorders, pB.01. Notably, the ''anxious'' depressed group, which endorsed the most symptomatology, showed the most pronounced blunting, with reliable attenuation compared to all other groups, psB.05, implicating a unitary, additive effect of diffuse anxiety and depression that results in its most extreme form in defensive impairment.
At the transition between fear and anxiety
The preceding results (Cuthbert et al., 2003; Lang et al., 2005 Lang et al., , 2007 suggest that social phobia is a transition diagnosis on the anxiety spectrum between the focused fear reactivity seen in specific phobia and the diffuse, less reliable responses of the chronically anxious diagnoses (i.e., PDA/GAD). In a recent investigation of potential within-diagnosis variation in social phobia (McTeague et al., 2008) , startle probe Figure 6 . The left panel depicts the trait anxiety (STAI; Spielberger et al., 1983) and the right panel depicts depression (BDI; Beck, Stear, & Brown, 1996) symptom level differences in blink magnitude to a startle probe administered during imagery of standard fear scripts (standardized to the distribution of responses during intertrial intervals; mean ITI response magnitude050). Error bars refer to standard error of the mean. Lower levels of trait anxiety and depression predict larger and more robust defensive reactivity.
16 P.J. Lang and L.M. McTeague responses of patients (n 075) and controls (n 075) demographically matched for sex, age, race and gender were compared. In addition to considering differences in presence or absence of social phobia, the influences of diagnostic subtype (circumscribed, generalized) and comorbid depression were assessed. As a whole, social phobia patients exceeded controls in startle reflex responding during imagery of social threat (both idiographic and standard) whereas the groups evinced commensurate reactivity to contents depicting adaptive, commonly shared fears (survival threat). To assess diagnostic subtype effects, patients were further defined according to whether their negative evaluation fears were limited to performance contexts (circumscribed social phobia) or evident across performance and interaction domains (generalized social phobia). Patients with circumscribed performance phobia were similar to controls, with the exception of more robust fear potentiation specifically to idiographic, performance fear imagery, p B.05. In contrast, generalized social phobia patients demonstrated heightened sensitivity to a broader range of fear contents, exceeding controls in startle reflex responses to both standard social, p B.05, and idiographic social fear scenes, p B.05. When comorbid depression status was considered in generalized phobia, patients with depression showed attenuation of fear-potentiated startle relative to the non-depressed, p B.05 (Figure 8 ) Á as for the entire anxiety spectrum. Not only did the startle reflex data across social phobia subtypes parallel the entire anxiety spectrum, so too did the reliable increments in self-reported anxiety and depression from circumscribed phobia, to generalized non-depressed phobia, and finally generalized, depressed phobia (Figure 9 ). Furthermore the same reliable pattern emerged for self-reported disorder chronicity; essentially, defense system activation in social phobia appears to vary systematically with length of illness. That is, circumscribed phobia patients report the fewest symptoms and the shortest disorder duration, but show the most robust cue-specific defensive engagement; in non-depressed, generalized phobia patients the disorder is of longer duration, more Figure 7 . Mean startle reflex responses during standard fear imagery for fearful (specific and social phobia) versus anxious (PDA and GAD) disorders, with and without comorbid depression (standardized to the distribution of responses during intertrial intervals; mean ITI response magnitude 050). The principal presenting problem (i.e., phobia or anxiety) and comorbid depression additively influence physiological reactivity. . Mean questionnaire for controls and subtypes of social phobia (standardized across participants; z-score). The same negative affectivity continuum evident across anxiety disorders ( Figure 5 ) is observed within social phobia diagnosis. Social Fearfulness 0Social Fearfulness subscale of the Fear Survey Schedule (Wolpe & Lang, 1969) ; Broad Feafulness 0 Fear Survey Schedule total score (Wolpe & Lang, 1969) ; STAI-Trait0State Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger et al., 1983) ; Depression0Beck Depression Inventory (Beck et al., 1996) .
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P.J. Lang and L.M. McTeague symptoms are reported, and there is an associated broader defensive sensitivity. However, with a further increase in chronicity and comorbid depression, generalized phobia patients show a relative, overall attenuation of the fear potentiated startle, suggesting failure of expected defensive engagement.
A compromised defense system?
Upon initial consideration the reliable covariance between increased severity of psychopathology and reduced defensive reactivity observed in these studies seems paradoxical. However, an animal model of conditioned defeat or ''learned helplessness'' in which all responding is reduced in aversive contexts, may be pertinent in interpreting these data (Seligman, 1975) . Conditioned defeat in laboratory animals was observed following exposure to repeated, uncontrollable, non-signaled aversive stimulation (e.g., electric shock). In this context, the defense system appeared to shut down and the animal remained immobile, unable to respond appropriately, even if new escape routes were provided. Pavlov earlier (1927) and later Liddell (1956) noted a similar suppression of defensive reactivity subsequent to extreme, unpredictable stress that was accompanied by maladaptive behavior even observable outside the experimental context. Pertinent to the human startle data reviewed here, Davis and Astrachan (1978) observed a non-monotonic relationship between fear-potentiated startle and shock intensity in rats. That is, the most robust potentiation emerged at intermediate levels of shock with lesser potentiation at both low and high shock intensities. Taken together, these findings tentatively suggest that attenuation of startle responding in anxiety disorders may in part be a function of intense, unpredictable and prolonged stress. Furthermore, the finding that blunting of fear-potentiated startle is associated with anxiety disorder chronicity (McTeague et al., 2008) has a parallel in animal research. For example, rats exposed to brief (i.e., 10 days) and/or less severe ''resident/intruder'' stress demonstrate hypervigilance and hyperarousal (i.e., decreased reaction time to both the original aggressor and the neutral unfamiliar), whereas rats exposed to longer duration stress (20Á30 days) develop more generalized anxiety and depressive-like symptoms Á including passivity, limited movement and reduced communication behaviors Á that persist even in the absence of the aggressor (Avgustinovich, Kovalenko, & Kudryavtseva, 2005) . Concerning the potentional neural underpinnings of defensive hypo-activity, Maier and colleagues (1993) initially exposed rats to inescapable shock thus inducing observable deficits in defensive mobilization. Next, the investigators lesioned the central nucleus of the amygdala, and found no rebound of adaptive defensive behaviors. Instead, lesions of the bed nucleus stria terminalis resulted in return of the defensive repertoire (Hammack, Richey, Watkins, & Maier, 2004) .
Overall, much of the emerging animal research on anxiety and depression implicate the role of chronic unavoidable stress and secondary plasticity of the bed nucleus stria terminalis in generalized anxiety and depressive-like defensive impairments. These findings are particularly germane to the previously reviewed findings that fear-potentiated startle in anxiety patients during narrative imagery has shown a monotonic decrease from the punctuated and reliable defensive reactivity of specific phobia to the unreliable and attenuated reactivity of the more chronically anxious and depressed PDA and GAD. Davis and colleagues (e.g., Walker, Toufexis, & Davis, Anxiety, Stress & Coping 19 2003) have shown that fear appears to deviate from anxiety in terms of the preferential activation of the short-acting central nucleus of the amygdala or the longer-acting bed nucleus stria terminalis. Similar to human phenotypic and genotypic studies animal studies appear to be implicating similar processes and underpinnings to generalized anxiety and depression. Perhaps the bed nucleus stria terminalis, rather than the central nucleus of the amygdala typically responsible for fear potentiation, is preferentially activated in anxiety patients with chronic high negative affect and that, coupled with deficient medial prefrontal cortical activation (e.g., Shin et al., 2001) , diffuse and generalized defensive reactivity interferes with reliable, punctate recruitment upon exposure to a threatening imagery cue.
Future directions: Fear and human brain function
As described at the outset of this paper, emotional imagery is presumed to elicit essentially the same physiological responses (both peripherally and centrally) evoked during actual experience, minus the observable motor execution. In two recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies, neural activation patterns in healthy control participants were assessed while they imagined experiencing emotional events (Sabatinelli, Lang, Bradley, & Flaisch, 2006 , Costa, Versace, Bradley, & Lang, 2008 . The data indicated that, at the onset of imagery, regions implicated in aversive motivation (amygdala, dorsomedial thalamus), working memory (parahippocampal gyrus, dorsolateral caudate), semantic processing (left inferior frontal gyrus) and preparation and simulation of action (pre-and supplementary motor areas, cerebellum) were strongly enhanced during unpleasant arousing relative to neutral events. The activation of these regions, many that subserve overt planning and executing action (e.g., Gao, Chen, & Gong, 2008) , support the idea that emotional imagery is a process of response mobilization Á discernible in central as well as in peripheral changes Á as proposed in bioinformational theory (1979, 1985) . In subsequent research (Costa et al., 2008) , the same regional patterns of emotional sensitivity emerged during unpleasant imagery in a group of anxiety patients (n013) and healthy controls (n013). Overall, in this small sample patients and controls showed the same pattern of activation, including commensurate amygdala increases during unpleasant versus neutral imagery (Figure 10 ). Interestingly, however, the diagnostically more ''fearful'' anxiety patients (n 07) showed significantly greater activity, pB .05 corrected, in areas relevant for motor planning and control (SMA, Figure 11 ). These data are consistent with the heightened reflex responses in the psychophysiological laboratory of fearful relative to anxious patients and promote the premise that disorders of circumscribed fearfulness are characterized by associative neural networks that more strongly activate dispositions to avoid or escape (Lang, 1979 (Lang, , 1985 .
Conclusions
The research considered here supports the concept of an anxiety disorder spectrum characterized by increasing severity of broad negative affectivity or negative emotionality, and by what appears to be a reciprocal diminution in defensive reactivity. In this view, ''fear'' is a readiness to respond defensively to anticipated or 20 P.J. Lang and L.M. McTeague Figure 10 . Arousal modulation in amygdala activated at the onset of narrative imagery. ROI analyses of BOLD activity revealed that imagery of unpleasant script contents consistently elicited larger signal increases compared to neutral imagery in a similar pattern across patients (n 013) and controls (n013). Error bars reflect within-subject 95% confidence intervals. Figure 11 . Compared to control participants (n 013), ''fearful'' anxiety patients (n 07) were characterized by enhanced activation of supplementary motor cortex (SMA) during imagery of fearful contents (p B .05 corrected).
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imagined threat, and a major spectrum dimension that characterizes specific and social phobia, distinguishing these diagnoses from panic with agoraphobia and GAD. Furthermore, increasing generalization of anxious apprehension and arousal and the presence of comorbid depression additively attenuate defensive reflexive activity. The reviewed research highlights the discordance between physiological reactivity and verbal report of anxious arousal, suggesting that reliance on interview and questionnaire assessment Á without psychophysiological measures Á may obscure important indicants of defensive system integrity. The available evidence suggests the use of reflex measures in honing differential diagnosis and shows their significant covariation with the determining neural circuits in the brain.
Finally, the preliminary neuroimaging data encourages the use of fMRI in future studies of emotional imagery differences across the anxiety spectrum. It will be important to determine if diagnostic differences in fear reflex potentiation are accompanied by systematic differences in brain function, and if the neural circuitry of defense is indeed disrupted in the context of chronic, diffuse anxiety and depression. The long-term aim is, of course, to develop a diagnostic system for the anxiety and mood disorders that is quantitative, based on psychophysiological and neurophysiological measures that will improve prognosis and treatment planning, and facilitate the development of more powerful, better-targeted therapies.
